
ACADEMIC CURRICULUM – 2018-19 

Class – XII 

COMPUTER SCIENCE 

S.NO Chapters 

TERM 1 (APRIL –MAY) 

1.  Boolean Algebra 
(a) Propositional logic, well formed formulae, truth values and 
interpretation of well formed formula (wff), truth tables, satisfiable, un 
satisfiable and valid formulae, Equivalence laws and their use in simplifying 
wffs. 
(b) Binary valued quantities; basic postulates of Boolean algebra; 
operations AND, OR , NOT; truth tables. 
(c) Basic theorems of Boolean algebra(e.g. Duality, idempotence, 
commutativity, associativity, distributivity, operations with 0 and 1, 
complements, absorption, involution) ; DeMorgan’s theorem and its 
applications; reducing Boolean expression to sum of product and product 
of sum forms; Karnaugh maps(up to four variable) 
 

2.  Computer Hardware 
(a) Elementary logic gates (NOT, AND, OR, NAND, NOR, XOR, XNOR) 
and their use in circuits. 
(b) Applications of Boolean algebra and logic gates to half adders, full 
adders, encoders, decoders, multiplexers, NAND, NOR as universal gates. 

3.  Project work 

TERM II (JULY –SEPTEMBER) 

4.  Data structures 
(a) Basic data structures(stack, queue, dequeue) implementation 
directly through classes; definition through an interface and multiple 
implementations by implementing the interface. Basic algorithms using 
above data structures. 
(b) Recursive data structures :singly and doubly linked lists, binary 
trees, tree traversals, binary search tree. Algorithms using these data 
structures(merge sort and quick sort , searching). 
 

5.  Complexity and big O notation 
Concept of input size; estimating complexity in terms of functions; 
importance of dominant term; best, average and worst case. Big O 
notation for computational complexity; analysis of complexity of example 
algorithms using Big O notation (e.g. various searching and sorting 
algorithms, algorithm for solution of linear equations etc.) 
 

6.  Infix to prefix conversion 
Row Major and Column Major representation of arrays 
Merge sort and quick sort , searching using the data structures. 
 

HALF YEARLY EXAM(SEPTEMBER) 



 

TERM III (OCTOBER-DECEMBER)    

7.  Functions 
Functions/methods (as abstraction for complex user defined operation on 
objects), function as mechanism for side effects; formal arguments and 
actual arguments in functions; different behavior of primitive and object 
arguments. Static functions and variables. The this variable. 
 

8.  Arrays, strings 
(a) Structured data types – Array (single and multidimensional), 

strings.  
(b) Basic concept of a virtual machine; Java virtual machine; 

compilation and execution of java program. 
(c) Compile time and run time errors; basic concept of an exception, 

the Exception class, catch and throw. 
(d) Class as a contract; separating implementation from interface; 

encapsulation; private and public. 
(e) Interfaces in Java; implementing interfaces through a class; 

interfaces for user defined implementation of behavior. 
(f) Basic input/output using Scanner and Printer classes from JDK. files   

and their representation using the File class, file input/output; I/O 
exceptions. Tokens in input stream, concept of whitespace, 
extracting tokens from an input stream. 

(g) Concept of recursion, simple recursive functions (e.g. factorial, 
GCD, binary search, conversion of representation of numbers 
between different base). 

 

9.  Inheritance and polymorphism 
(a) Inheritance; base and derived classes; member access in derived 

classes; redefinition of variables and functions in sub classes; 
abstract classes; class Object; protected visibility. 

(b)  Subclasses polymorphism and dynamic binding. 
 

Pre board  and  
FINAL EXAMS  MARCH 


